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Abstract 
For a class of associative rings R with 1 containing every ring which is finitely generated 
as a module over its center, we obtain a complete description of all subgroups of 
pseudo-orthogonal groups O,,R which are normalized by elementary orthogonal 
matrices. 
1. Introduction 
We assume that an anti-automorphism * : x + x* is defined on an associative ring 
R with 1 such that x** = EXE* for some unit E = &*-I of R and all x in R. It also 
determines an anti-automorphism of the ring M,R of all n by n matrices (Xij) by 
(X,)* = (XX). 
For any subset X of R, set X, = {x - X*E: x EX} and X” = (x EX: x = - x*8}. 
We fix an additive subgroup A of R with the following properties: 
(1) r*Ar c ,4 for all Y E R, 
(2) R, c A c R”. 
For an ideal J of R, we define AJ to be the additive subgroup of R generated by 
J, and {ala 4*. 2 E A a E J}. Then a form ideal (J, A) of R consists of an ideal J = J* of 
R and an additive slbgroup A of J such that A satisfies the following properties (cf. 
[2-4,131, where * is an involution): 
(1) r*Ar c A for all r E R, 
(2) AJ c A c JnA. 
In this article we often write (J, A) as J. Let 
A,={(Uij)~M,J:aij=-~j*i~fori#jandaii~A}. 
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As in [lo], we define the pseudo-orthogonal group (which depends on *,&,A): 
02,J = O,,(J,A) = E GL2,,J: cr*6 + y*@ = I,, LYLE, /3*S E A,, 
When A = R, Oz,R is the symplectic group. When A = 0, Oz,,R is the ordinary 
orthogonal group. When A = R”, Oz,R is the unitary group 
U2,R = (6’ EGL~,R: t’*‘~,$ = cp,}, 
where 
(Pn = ( ) f1 48 .n 0 
In general, 02,R c U,,R, hence ‘1-l = cp,lyl*cp,, for any q EO~,,R. 
Setok=k+nifk<nandak=k-nifk>n.ForaERandl<i#j<2nwe 
define the elementary orthogonal matrices pi,oi(a) and pij(a) with j # oi as follows: 
Pi,rriCa) = l2n + aEi.oi with se/l when n+lli and a*~/1 when i<n, 
pij(a) = Paj,ci( - u’) = 12, + aE,j - (I’E~j,6i E Oz,R with U’ = ~1* when i, j I n; 
a’ = &*a* when i < n <j; a’ = a*& when j I n < i; and a’ = .?a& when n + 1 < i, j, 
where E, denotes the matrix with 1 at the position (i, j) and zeros elsewhere. 
We denote by E02,J = E02, (J, A) the subgroup of 02,R generated by all 
pij(U) E 02, J. The normal subgroup of E02,,R generated by E02,J is denoted by 
EO,,(R, J) = EO,,(R, J, A). Let O,,(R, J) = O,,(R, J, A) denote the subgroup of ma- 
trices in 02,R which reduce modulo J to scalar matrices over the center of R/J. 
If S is a subset of R, we denote by I(S) the intersection of all left maximal ideals of 
R which contain S. We say that a sequence ao, . . , a, in R can be shortened if there are 
to, . . . 9 t,- 1 in R such that 
a, EI(ao + to%, . .. ,a,-, + t,- ,a,). 
If every sequence containing n + 1 elements in R can be shortened, we say the ring 
satisfies the asr(n) condition. When n is the least integer such that R satisfies the asr(n) 
condition, we say that n is the absolute stable rank of R, denoted by asr(R) = n. In 
general, the stable rank of R (denoted by sr(R)) is less than or equal to the absolute 
stable rank of R (see [lo]). 
Examples (see [lo]): 
(1) If R # 0 is semilocal, then asr(R) = sr(R) = 1. 
(2) If C is commutative and the maximal spectrum of C is Noetherian of finite 
dimension d, then any module-finite C-algebra R has absolute stable rank of at most 
d+ 1. 
Let C denote the center of the ring R, and C, the subring of C generated by all cc* 
with c EC. Clearly, 1 EC, and AC, = C,A c A. 
The main result of the paper is stated in the following two theorems. 
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Theorem 1.1. Assume that n 2 3 and that for every maximal ideal M of C,, there exists 
a multiplicative set S c C,\M such that asr(S’R) 5 n - 2. Then for any form ideal 
JofR: 
(a) EO,,(R, J) is a normal subgroup of O,,R, 
(b) EO,,(R, J) = [EGA Eb,Jl = CEO,& OznJl = CEO,,& WR, 311. 
Theorem 1.2. Under the assumption of Theorem 1.1, let H be a subgroup of 02,R. Then 
H is normalized by EOz,R if and only if there is a form ideal (J, A) of R such that 
RO,.(R, J) = H = O,,(R, J). 
Note that the form ideal (J, A) is unique (see [4]). 
Bak [2] proved the normality of EOz,(R, J) in Oz.R and a sandwich theorem for 
the rings R in Examples-(2) under the condition n 2 max(d + 2,3) assuming that 
E belongs to the center of R, i.e., *is an involution. The condition of our Theorem 1.1 
holds whenever R is module-finite over its center, without any dimensional conditions 
on the center (see Lemma 1.4 below). 
Golubchik [6] obtained a sandwich theorem for rings with finite localization 
dimension including all rings which are module-finite over their centers (in his work, 
*is also an involution). Bass [4] described the structure of infinite unitary groups. 
Some special pseudo-orthogonal groups such as symplectic and orthogonal groups 
over commutative rings have been studied by Suslin, Kopeiko [ll, 71, Taddei [12], 
Vaserstein [16,17], Abe [l], Li [8,9], and Costa, Keller [S]. The results in this article 
generalize many previous results, 
The following lemma is useful in the following sections. 
Lemma 1.3. (Magurn et al. [lo]). For any ring R and positive integer n, asr(R) < n if 
and only if for every sequence a,,, aI, . . . , a, in R, there are t,,, tI, . . . , t,_ 1 in R such that 
R (1 + ra,) + R(ao + toa,) + ... + R(a,_, + tnmla,) = R for every r in R. 
The following lemma implies that any ring R which is finite as a module over its 
center C satisfies the conditions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for any anti-automorphism*. 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that R is a finitely generated C-module. Then the ring S-‘R is 
semilocal for every maximal ideal M of C.,., where S = C,.M. So asr(S-‘R) I 1. 
Proof. Since every c E C is a zero of the manic polynomial x2 - 
(c + c*)x + cc* E C,[x] (note that c + c* = (1 + c)(l + c*) - 1 - cc* EC,), C is in- 
tegral over C,. Moreover, for every maximal ideal M of C, the ring S- ‘C has at most 
two maximal ideals: Otherwise it has two maximal ideals P,Q with Q distinct from 
P, P*. Pick an element x in P outside Q and Q*. Then, on one hand, xx* is in the 
intersection S’M of P and S- ‘C,, but on the other hand it is outside of Q. Hence 
S-‘C/rad(S’C) is a field or the product of two fields. Note that S’R is finite as 
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S-‘C-module and S-‘R/rad(S-‘R) is finite as (S-‘C/rad(S-‘C))-module. So 
S- ‘R/rad(S- ‘R) is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field or is a direct product of 
two such algebras, hence it is Artinian and S- ‘R is semilocal.’ 
2. Preliminary results 
Lemma 2.1. The following identities hold for elementary orthogonal matrices 
(1 5 i #j I2n); 
(l) Pij(a + b) = Pij(a)Pij(bh 
(2) [pii( pi,(b)] = Pik(ab) when i, j, k, ai, oj, ak are all distinct, 
(3) [pij(a),pj,Oi(b)] = Pi,.i(ab - C) when j # cri, where c = b*a*e when n + 1 I i 
and c = Pb*a* when i I n, 
(4) Cpij(a),pj,.j(b)l = Pi,,j(ab)Pi,.i(C) when j Z ai, where 
b* E A and c = aba* when i, j I n, 
b* EA and c = aba*e when j 5 n < i, 
bEA and c = - ab*a* when i 5 n <j, 
b E A and c = - ab*a*& when n + 1 < i, j. 
We set v”=v*rp, for vcR2” and use the symbol OzkR 0 12Cn_kI to denote the 
subgroup of Oz,R formed by matrices of the form 
I a b \ 
IL 12(n-k) d 12cn_k/, where (2 i)E02kR. 
Let {er, . . . , e,} denote the standard basis of R’“, i.e., (el, . . . , e2,,) = l,,. 
Lemma 2.2. (cf. Vaserstein [13]). Let J be a form ideal of R and n 2 2. Then 
E02,(R, J) is normalized by 02Cn_1,R 0 l2 c O*,R. 
Proof. Let g E O,,,_ l,R 0 12. We shall show that gpij(a)g-’ EEO~,(R,J) for 
pii E E02,,J. Let v and w stand for the ith and ajth columns of g, respectively. 
When i or j = n or 2n, we may assume without loss of generality that i = n. Now 
v = e, and w has zeros in the nth and 2nth places. When j = ai, it is obvious that 
SPij(a)S- ’ = 12. + e,at?, E EO,,(R,J). When j # ai, gPij(a)g-’ = lz,, + e,aG - 
we*a*Zn (or lZn + e,aG - wa*E*d,) has the form 
1 The referee corrected this proof 
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where c1 EE,J is a lower triangular matrix with ones along the diagonal, so 
SPij(a)S- ’ E E”2n(R, J). 
Finally, assume that both i and j are not equal to n or 2~. Then the identities (2) and 
(4) of Lemma 2.1 and the above results show that gpij(a)g-’ EEO~,,(R,J). 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that asr(R) < co and n 2 asr(R) + 2. Then Oz,J = 
EO,,(R, J)(O,,,_,,J @ 12) for any form ideal J. If the anti-automorphism* is the 
identity, the condition n 2 asr(R) + 2 can be weakened to n 2 asr(R) + 1. 
Proof. Let 6’ e02,,J and v = 8el = (aI, . . . ,a,,cr, . . . ,c#, where ~~(2 < i 5 n), 
ci(lIi<n),u,-1EJ. 
(1) Since sr(R) I n - 1, there exist tl, . . . , t,_ 1 E J such that 
n-1 n-l 
iTl R(ai + tia,) + 1 Rci + Rc; = Ry 
i=l 
where C; = C, + c:L: ( - t*ci) (see [14]). Replace v by n:Z: Pin(ti)V_ 
(2) Suppose that ~Lc,, + CyI: (riai + Tici) = 1 where ri, ri(i 2 2), rl - 1 E J. 
Multiplying the equation by 1 - a, on the left (note that (1 - a,)rI = 1 + c with 
c E J), and replacing v by 
n-l n-l 
n A,oi((l - 09p,, l(1 + c) n Pni((l - h)ri)v, 
i=l i=2 
we get that a, = 1 + xc, for some x E R. 
(3) Since asr(R) I n - 2, by Lemma 1.3, there are ti E R such that 
n-l 
R(l + rcl) + 1 R(ai + ticlrcl) = R for every r in R. 
i=2 
Replacing v by n:I ’ p. 2 I,n+l(tiC1r)V with ticlr E J, we have R(l + rcl) + c;L: Rai = R 
for every r E R. 
Since a, = 1 +xc,, Ra, + Rc, = R, there exist yl,y2 E J such that 
yla, + y2c, = - al + 1 + rcl (note that - a, + 1 + rcl E J). Again, replacing v by 
pr,,,(yr)pl,&2)~, we get that 1;:: Rai = R, hence Cyzl Rai = R. 
(4) We may find y E E,(R, J) such that ~(a~, .. . , a,)’ = (LO, . . . , a,)‘. Then 
diag(q,q*-‘)v = (LO, . . . ,O,a,, *, . . . ,*)I. We replace v by $v = el with 
?’ = lInPn+i,l (*)p,, l ( - a,) E EO,,(R, J) (note that a, - 1 E J). 
(5) The first column of 0 is now el. Right multiplying 8 by 






3 where E 02,J. 
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If * is the identity, we can apply the result in [lo, p. 5391 to strengthen the 
conclusion. 
Lemma 2.4. Under the assumption in Proposition 2.3, let 
Then there is z E EO1,R such that the entries i3;_ 1, ,, OL, 1, l&,_ 1, 1, t&,_ 1, of the matrix 
0’ = z&-’ lie in Rail. 
Proof. Let 8e1 = (aI, . . . ,a,,cI, . . . , c,)‘,whereai(2~i~n),ci(1~i~n),aI-1EJ. 
Since sr(R) I n - 2, we may assume that (see the proof of Proposition 2.3) 
n-2 
C Rai + i RCi = R. 
i=l i=l 
(i) Suppose that Cyi:(riai + rici) + rL_ l~,_l + rhc, = 1. Multiplying the equa- 
tion by 1 - a, on the left and conjugating 0 by nl1:~~,~~((1 - a,)ri) 
n;Ii pni((l - a,)ri), we get that a, = 1 + xc, + yaI for some x,y in R. 
(ii) Since asr(R) I n - 2, there are ti E R such that 
n-2 
R(l + rc,_l) + c R(ai + tic,_1) = R for every r in R. 
i=l 
Conjugating 0 by nl1: pi, 2n- l(ti), we have 
n-2 
R(l + rc,_l) + c Rai = R for every r in R. 
i= 1 
(iii) Since a, = 1 + xc, + yaI, Ra, + Rc, + RaI = 1, there exist y,, y2,y3 in R such 
that ylal + y2an + y3c, = - a,_1 + 1 + rc,-l. Conjugating 0 by P.- ~2~(~3), we get 
Cl= 1 Rai = R. Since n 2 asr(R) + 2, we may further assume that xlr: Rai = R. 
(iv) Suppose that C, =CyIftiai, C,_1 = cli: t!ai. Conjugating 8 by 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ - t:)n11iP2n,i( - ti), we get that c, = tlal and c,-~ = t;aI. Analog- 
ously, we get that a, = slal and a,_, = s;aI by conjugating 0 by 
nl=2’Pni<*)n1=22 Pn- l.i(*). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Lemma 3.1. Let n 2 3, c E C,, and let g be an elementary orthogonal matrix. Then 
gpji(Rc4)g-’ lies in EON,. 
Proof. Except for the following two cases, the conclusion is easily derived from 
Lemma 2.1: 
Case 1: p = pij(ac4), 9 = p,,(b), where i # aj, 
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Case 2: p = Pi,oi(cZac2), g = P~i,i(b), where either a l n*, b EA, 1 I i I n or a EA, 
bE/1*,n+l<i12n. 
We will consider the Case 2 only, the other case is similar. Suppose a E A*, b E A, 
and 1 I i I n. Taking j # ai such that II + 1 5 j 5 2n, we have 
P~i,i(b)pi,.i(c’ac’)p,i,i( - b) 
= P,:,i(b)Pij( - c2ac)p,i,i( - b) 
X CP~i,i(b)Pi,.j(c)p,i,i( - b), p~i,i(b)p~j,j(cac)p.i,i( - b)l 
= Pij( - c2ac)p,j,i( - &*c2a*cb)p,j,j(&*ca*c2bc2ac) 
X CPi,uj(C)P,i.nj( - b~)~j,~j(~b~)~~~j,j(~a~)I l Ehn(Rc). 
Proposition 3.2. Let S be a multiplicative set in C,, g E OZn R, and n 2 3. Assume that 
Y(g) E E02,S1R(02(,- ,,S-‘R @ 12) where !P denotes the homomorphism: R + S-‘R. 
Then there is s ES such that gpij(Rs)g-’ E E02,R. 
Proof. Consider the ring R’ = R [x, y] where x commutes with the center of R but not 
with R and y = y* commutes with R and x. The localization: R’ + S- 'R' induces the 
group homomorphism Y :02,R’ + 02,S-‘R’. Let Y(g) = 9192 where 
g2 E OZcn_ ,,S-‘R @ 12, gl e E02,S1R. Suppose that gl can be written as a product 
of m elementary orthogonal matrices and gzpij(a)g;’ is a product of at most 
k elementary orthogonal matrices for any pij(a) (a ER). Let h(y) = 
gpij(Xy4&)g- ’ E Oz,R’. 
Applying Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1 (replacing R with S- ‘R’), we have 
Y(h(y)) = g1(g2pij(Xy4”*)g;1)g;1 EEO~,(~S-~R’). Therefore Y(h(y)) is a product of 
a finite number of picl,jcl,(aly) w h ere a1 ES- ‘R’. Let sl ES be the common denomin- 
ator of these al. We have Y(h(s,y)) E Y(E02,R’y). Let Y(h(sly)) = Y(h’(y)) with 
h’(y) E E02, R’y. Since Y(h(s,y)h’(y)-‘) = 12”, there exists s2 ES such that 
h(s,s,y)h’(s,y)-’ = 12”. Thus, gpij(X(sls2)““)g-’ = h(sls2) = h’(s2) E EO2,R’. Take 
(~1~2)~~~ = S. It fOllOwS that gpij(Rs)g-’ E E02,R. 
Proposition 3.3. Under the assumption in Theorem 1.1, E02,R is normal in Oz,R. 
Proof. Let S be a multiplicative set in C,\ M where M is a maximal ideal of C,. By the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.3, we have 
02,S-‘R = E02,S-1R(02~,_l,S-‘R@ 12). For any fixed gE02,,R, Y(g) lies in 
E02,S-1R(02(,_l,S-‘R 0 12). Set 
J= {CEC,: gpij(Rc)g-’ EEO~~R}. 
It is obvious that J is an ideal of C,. By Proposition 3.2, J cannot be contained in any 
maximal ideal of C,. Thus J = C,. This implies that gpij(a)g- ’ E E02,,R for any a E R 
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in the case of j # oi and a E A or a ~,4* in the case of j = ai. Therefore E02,R is 
a normal subgroup of 02,R. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. Lemma 2.1 shows that EO,,(R,J) c [E02,R,E02,,J]. So, if we prove that 
[EO,,R, O,,(R, J)] c EO,,(R, J), we finish the proof not only for (b) but also for (a) 
(using Proposition 3.3). 
Consider the ring R’ = {(a, b) E R’: a - b E J}, and the ideal J’ = (J,O). 
First, let g E Ozn J, h E EOzn R and put g’ = (g, 12,,) E Ozn J’, h’ = (h, h) E EOz,, R’. Let 
C’ be the center of R’, C; the subring of C’ generated by all c’c* with c’ EC’, M’ 
a maximal ideal of C;, and M a maximal ideal of C, containing the ideal {c E C,: 
(c,c) E M’). Set S = C,\M and T = {(s,s): s ES} c S’ = C’,\M’. 
Then the image of g’ in OZnT-lR’ lies in EO,,T-‘R’(O,,,_,,T-‘R’O 12). So the 
image of g’ in OzIIYIR’ lies in E02,S’-1R’(02(,_ l,S’-‘R’ @ 12). 
By Proposition 3.3, [g’, h’] E EOzn R’. On the other hand [g’, h’] E 02, J’. Since R’ is 
the semidirect product of the ideal J’ and the subring { (a,~): a E R) (which is 
isomorphic to the ring R), we have E02,R’n02,J’ = EO,,(R’, J’). Thus, 
[g’,h’] E EO,,(R’, J’), hence [g, h] E EOz,(R, J). 
Now fix any g EO~,,(R, J) and consider the map EOz,,R -+ (Oz,JnE02,R)/ 
E02,(R, J) given by h + [h,g]EO,,(R, J), where h EEO*,R. Since EO,,(R, J) 1 
[EO,,R, OZn J], the map is a homomorphism and the target group is abelian. As 
E02.R is perfect (that is, E02,R = [E02,R,E02,R]), the map is trivial. So 
[h,g] EEO~,,(R, J) for all h EEO~,R. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
In this section, we assume that n 2 3. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that 
and [g, h] does not lie in the center of Oz,R. Then there is z E E02,R such that the last 
two entries in the last column of z[g, h]z- ’ are 0. 
Proof. We write gel as v = (a, .,. ,*,xra,c, . . . ,xZa,x3u)’ and gen+2 as 
w =(I~ ,..., r,,* ,..., *)‘. Then [g,h] = (lzn + VE*W - wv)h-‘. Let r1 = pn2(x1)gn1 
( - x1). Then the last column of r1 [g, h] r; ’ has the form (a’, . . . , *, *, c’, . . . , x2a’, ~~a’)~ 
(when n = 3, (a’, . . . , *, *, c’, . . . ,(x2 - x:x~)~‘,x~u’)~), where a’ = - a&*rrx: + as*r,*. 
Now let 7~ = pzn, 1( - x3k- 1, 1( - x2) (or ~2~. 1( - x3h- L 1( - x2 + x:xd). The 
last column of z2r1[g, h]z; ‘z;’ has the last two entries equal to 0. 
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Lemma 4.2. Assume that g = (gij) l Oz,R with gn- 1,2,, = 0, g,,z. E Rg,,z,, h = 
P2 ,,“- i(1) and [g, h] does not lie in the center of 02,R. Then there is 7 E E02,R such 
that fi in 
r[g,h]7-’ = 
has two zeros in the same column. 
Proof. Set~=g~,~.,andwriteg,,,,=xa.Setb=g,_~,~,_,.Then[g,h]e~~_~ has 
the form (ae*b*, . . . ,O,xas*b*, *, . . . , *)I. Set 7 = pnl( - x). 
Then the (2n - 1)th column of 7[g, h]7-’ has zeros in the (n - 1)th and nth places. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that [g, h] = ulZn, where u is in the center of R with MU* = 1, 
h = p12(l) and g EO~,R. Then there is 7 E E02,,R such that 7g7-’ has a column of the 
form (a, xa, 0, . . ,O, *, *, 0,. . . ,O)’ 
Proof. We write ghg- ’ = uh as 12. + v&*6 - Gv = u(lZn + s*e1t?,,+2 - e,+2Z1), 
where v = ge, and w = ge,+2, respectively. Set y = gen+ i. Then s*jv = 1 and j7w = 0, 
hence w = (u - 1)j + s* y,*+ i Z,,+ 2+ s*y$Z1. Comparing the two sides. we see that all 
entries in column w except the first and (n + 2)th ones are (u* - 1) times the 
corresponding entries in column y. So rgr-1en+2 has the form 
(a,xa,O ,..., O,*,*,O ,..., 0)‘for 7 = p21(u - 1). 
Lemma 4.4. Assume that asr(R) < co, n 2 asr(R) + 2 and H is a noncentral subgroup 
of 02,R which is normalized by E02,R. Then H contains a noncentral matrix 
such that the matrix /I or y has at least two zeros in the same row or column. 
Proof. Since H is noncentral, H contains an element g not in the center of 02,R. If 
[g, h] = ulZn, where h = pi2(1) and u is a unit in the center of R, then by Lemma 4.3, 
there is 7 E E02,R such that zgz- l has a column of the form 
(a,xa,O, . . . ,o, *, *,o, . . . ) 0)‘. So when n 2 4, we are done. Let us consider the case when 
[g,h] # u12,,. By Lemma 2.4, there is 7 eE02,,R such that the entries 
an-1.1, t~.~,y~_l,~,y~~ of tgr-’ lie in Rall. By Lemma 4.1, we have a noncentral 
element 7 1 [g, h] 7; ’ for some 7 1 E EOzn R in H, for which the last column of 6 has two 
zero entries. We replace g by 7 1 [g, h] 7; ‘, so the b-part of g has two zero entries in the 
last column. Now, we set h = ~~“(1). If [g, h] # u12,,, it is easy to see that [g, h] meets 
the conclusion. If [g, h] = u12,,, we are done for n 2 4 by an argument similar to the 
one in Lemma 4.3. The remaining cases are that [g, h] = ulZn for n = 3 and h = p1 2( 1) 
or p13(1). But in the two cases, H certainly contains a noncentral element whose last 
column has the form (a,O,xa,*,O,*)‘. Pick h’ = ~~,~(l). If [g,h’] = ulZn, we have 
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vs*G - wi; = (,u - 1) lZn + u(a*e6d5 - e5d6) where w and v denote ge5 and gee, 
respectively. We multiply the equation on the left by c = (*, 0, *, a*, 0, a*~*) and get 
that 0 = (U - 1): + u(O,a*x*, O,O,O,O). So xu = 0, and /I has two zeros in the last 
column. If [g, h’] is noncentral, then by Lemma 4.2, there is r E E02,R such that 
z [g, h’] z- ’ has the appropriate form. 
Note that if H is a noncentral subgroup of OznR which is normalized by EOZ,R, 
then there is a maximal ideal M of C, such that Y(H) is a noncentral subgroup of 
02,S-‘R where S c C,\M. 
Lemma 4.5. Assume that n 2 asr(S ‘R) + 2 and H is a noncentral subgroup of Oz,R 
which is normalized by E02,R. Let S c C,\M for some maximal ideal M of C, such 
that Y(H) is noncentral in 02,S1R. Then Y(H) contains some pij(b) with b # 0 and 
j # oi. 
Proof. Since H is normalized by EOzn R, Y(H) is normalized by Y(EO,,R). We pick 
a noncentral element 
E Y(H). 
Case 1. Suppose /I = y = 0, i.e., 
This case is easily resolved using results on the general inear groups (see [15-J). 
Case 2. Suppose y = 0, /3 # 0. In this case 
g= a p ( 1 0 a*-l 
cannot commute with all P,,+ i,j (1) (i #j I n), say gpn+k,i(l) Z pn+k,l(I)g, so H con- 
tains 
with fi’ # 0. 
So we can assume that H contains 
where /I # 0 and u is a unit in the center of R. If the diagonal of jI has a nonzero entry, 
sayPI1 + O,thenHcontainsp,,( - Pllu*) = CCCpZ1( - l),sl,p31(1)l,pn+2,1( - 1)l. 
If /I has a nondiagonal entry which is nonzero, say jI12 # 0, then H contains 
P12( - Plzu*) = CCCPSl( - lhYl> P12(1)lr Pnt3.A - 111. 
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Case 3. Suppose y # 0, /I # 0, but /I has a zero column, say the first column is zero, 
but the second column b # 0. Denote the first column of 6 by d, which is unimodular. 
Then H contains 
91 = CS,Pn+1.2(1)1 = * 0 * 1 + dIe*b; n > 
We need to show that 1, + ds*b* is noncentral. Otherwise, 1, + de*b* = ul,, where 
u lies in the center of R, and de*b* = (u = l)l,. Since d is unimodular, there is 
(r1,12, ‘. . 3 Y,)’ E R” such that (I~, .. . , r,)d = 1, and so e*b* = (u - l)(ri, . . . , r,). Multi- 
plying the equation by d, we obtain u - 1 = 0 (note that b*d = 0), i.e., u = 1. Then 
ds*b* = 0, which is a contradiction, since d is unimodular and b is nonzero. Thus gi is 
noncentral and we are reduced to Case 2 or Case 1. 
General case. By Lemma 4.4, Y(H) contains an element 
such that /I or y has at least two zeros in the same row or column. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that b,,._ i = blln = 0 and that g does not commute with 
P2 n,n_ i(1); otherwise, /I has a zero column. Let v and w denote ge2,,_i and ge2,, 
respectively. Then 
91 = CS,Pzn,n- l(l)1 = (12” + w&*3 - U~)P,,,,- I( - 1) = 
cd /I’ 
( > y’ 6’ 
is noncentral and /I’ has a zero column, which reduces the problem to Case 3. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume that n 2 asr(S- ‘R) + 2 for every S c C,\M where M is a maxi- 
mal ideal in C, and H is a noncentral subgroup of 02, R which is normalized by E02,,R. 
Then H contains some oij(a) with a # 0 and j # ai. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, there is M ~max(C,) such that Y(H) contains some oij(b) 
where 0 # b ES- 'R and j # oi. In fact, we may assume 1 5 i #j I n for this pij (b) 
(see the proof of Lemma 4.5). Write b = a/c with a E R and c ES. Then taking 
1 5 k # i, j 5 n, we have p,,j(a) = [Pk,i(c), oij(b)] E Y(H) in 02,S ‘R. Hence there is 
h E H such that Y(h) = ok,j(a). Set g = gk,j( - a)h ~0z”R. Then we have y(g) = 12”. 
Hence ug = u12,, for some u ES. Thus gpji(U) = gji(U)g for all i #j, and H contains 
Ch, Pji(u)l = Cpk.j(a)g, Pji(U)l = Cpk.j(a), Pji(U)I = Pk,dau). 
Clearly au # 0. 
Lemma 4.7. Zf H is a subgroup of 02,,R which is normalized by E02,,R and H contains 
some oij(a), where a E R and j # oi, then H 2 EO,,(R, J, A,), where J is the ideal of 
R generated by a and a*. 
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Proof. This follows directly from the definition of the elementary orthogonal matrix 
pij(a) and Lemma 2.1. 
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
The ‘if’ part follows directly from Theorem 1.1(b). 
Let us prove the ‘only if’ part. Let H be normalized by EOz,,. Define 
J = {X E RI pij(X) EH}, 
A = {X EJ: pi,bi(X) EH, where i 2 n + l}. 
By Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 2.1, J = J* is an ideal of R, A5 c A and r* A r c A for all 
r E R, so (J, A) is a form ideal of R. Thus EO,,(R,J, A) contains all elementary 
orthogonal matrices in H. 
Consider the image H’ of H in O,,(R/J). It is a subgroup of O,,(R/J) normalized by 
EOz,(R/J). Applying Lemma 4.6, we know that either H’ is central in O&R/J) or H’ 
contains some pii (0 # U E R/J). In the latter case, pij(U) EH, where 0 # u E R, 
U=u+J and g l 02nJ. Taking h = pjk(l), we have [pij(u)g, h] E 
pik(u)E02,,(R, J) c pik(u)H, which means Pik(U) EH. This contradicts the choice of J. 
Thus H’ is central in 02,(R/J), i.e., H c 02,(R, J). 
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